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Tow Truck Driver Safety
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Safety on the Scene
A driver should monitor any activity around his tow truck as he approaches a disabled vehicle. He should
arrive with his emergency lights on, and before exiting the truck, he must check for oncoming traffic
approaching the accident or disabled vehicle. As the tow truck driver exits and enters his truck, he should
check that he places his feet on the running boards of the truck and use its handrails to keep him from
falling. The same is true as he climbs into the tow truck’s bed.

Equipment Rating
A tow truck driver is licensed to haul a certain weight of cargo. The gross vehicle weight rating, or GVWR,
for light-duty trucks is 10,000 pounds or less. Medium-duty trucks can haul as much as 26,000 pounds,
and heavy-duty haulers can move vehicles with a GVWR in excess of 26,000 pounds. The weight ratings
also indicate the types of winches and towing cables that can be used on a particular tow truck. The tow
truck driver should inspect the cables and wenches regularly to ensure that they are in good working
order. It’s also important that the driver regularly inspect all splices and connectors that fasten the tow
wire to the truck and to its hitching devices.

Proper Loading
A tow truck driver must observe proper procedures as he loads a disabled vehicle onto his tow truck. He
should work within a designated safety zone to stay out of the way of traffic. The vehicle must be
centered on the bed of the tow truck. Once it’s in place, the vehicle must be strapped down and have its
wheels chocked and blocked accordingly. If the tow truck has a remote-controlled winch, follow the proper
procedures to avoid accidentally activating the winch until it’s needed.
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